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Three Facts About Seattle You Didn´t Know
FUN FACT:
People in Seattle buy the most sunglasses per capita than any other U.S. city
INNOVATION FACT:
Seattle first TV broadcast was June 3, 1929. Radio engineer Francis Brott broadcast images of a heart on a 1-inch screen.
CUSTOMER FACT:
Before William E. Boeing was building airplanes, he was building ships.
SEATTLE IS HOME TO BOEING
Largest manufacturing building in the world

Built in 1967 to manufacture the 747

Main assembly building = 472 million cubic feet of space over 98.3 acres

More than 30,000 people work at Boeing Everett
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WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT IN THE NEXT TWO DAYS

Technologies  Discover  Exchange  Network  500 feet above ground
FULL TWO DAY AGENDA

Speakers 56

Topics
- Innovation
- Technologies
- Success Stories
- Transformation
- Insights
- New Business Opps

Demo Stations 15
YOUR ENGAGEMENT IS NEEDED

Passport Program

Download Event App

Get Social! #SAPAerospace

Video Corner
TONIGHTS DINNER

You need to wear your event badge to be admitted into dinner.